
Sunday, November 17, 2017 

Cianci 7’s Tournament 

Dr. Kevin M. Hurley Middle School 

650 Newman Avenue, Seekonk, Massachusetts 

 

Brown concluded the fall 2019 season, coming back from a first match loss with 4 straight victories, to 

win the Tournament Consolation Final. 

 

In the aftermath of Brown’s Ivy Championship loss on Saturday, only two players that had played in the 

Dartmouth match were willing or able to rise early on Sunday to compete in the annual Cianci 7’s 

Tournament. This Tournament turned into a great opportunity for some of Brown’s reserves to play.  

 

Brown Rugby officers, captain Alex Ogilvy and President Jae Kim who had played major roles in the 

Dartmouth match, organized the squad, arranged transport and selected and coached the team. Their 

collective leadership which has been so instrumental this season is greatly appreciated.   

 

Temperatures at 8:00 A.M. were below freezing and the day remained cold, breezy, and overcast with 

some snow in the air.   

 

The squad consisted of 14 players: Dylan Brady’22, Justin Vandervelden’21, George Wilde’21, Alex 

Hammond’23, Kimber Brain’’21, Panos Syrgkanis’21, Jack Kirkpatrick’23, Paul Sobel’23, Shaan Lalvani’23, 

Leo Brito’23, Elliot Winoker’23, Campbell O’Conor’23, Will Zeller’23, Lucas Tay’23. 

 

POOL  MATCHES 

Brown entered one team that played three preliminary pool matches.  Brown went through its pool with 

a loss to Wheaton College 22-0 followed by wins over Bentley College (2) 19-14 and Curry College 42-5. 

Unfortunately, the loss to Wheaton at its first match at 8:20 A.M. relegated the Bears to the Consolation 

Bracket.  

 

Brown’s loss to Wheaton was unfortunate, but the Bears had not arrived ready to play. Wheaton scored 

two tries, one converted, for a 12-0 halftime lead. Wheaton added two unconverted scores in the 

second half for their 2 points. The Bears just were not able to get their game together and took the loss. 

 

Squad:  

Alex Hammond’23, replaced at halftime by Panos Syrgkanis’21  

Shaan Lalvani’23, replaced at halftime by Paul Sobel’23  

George Wilde’21 

Justin Vandervelden’21 

Kimber Brain’21, replaced at halftime by  

Dylan Brady’22 

Jack Kirkpatrick’23 

 



 

In the second pool match, Brown was ready and took on Bentley College (2). Brown’s George Wilde 

scored to open the match and Dylan Brady’s conversion put Brown ahead 7-0. Just before halftime, 

scrum half Justin Vandervelden’21 scored to provide Brown with a 12-0 score at halftime. Bentley 

scored two converted tries at the start of the second half to take a 14-12 lead. With no  time on the 

clock, Dylan Brady’22 broke free for a 50 meter try which he converted for 7 points and a 19-14  final 

score for a Brown win.  

 

Squad 

Alex Hammond’23, replaced at halftime by Paul Sobel’23 

George Wilde’21 

Shaan Lalvani’23, replaced at halftime by Panos Syrgkanis’23 

Justin Vandervelden’21 

Kimber Brain’21 

Dylan Brady’22 

Leo Brito’23, replaced at halftime by Elliot Winoker’’23 

 

Brown found its stride in its third pool match against Curry College, winning 42-5. Curry scored first to go 

up 5-0 but then Brown went ahead 7-5 in the first half on a try and conversion by Dylan Brady. In the 

second half Brown scored 35 points on tries by Will Zeller, two by Campbell O’Conor and two by Panos 

Syrgkanis. O’Conor converted all 5 tries.  

 

Squad 

Alex Hammond’23, replaced at halftime by Will Zeller’23 

George Wilde’21 

Shaan Lalvani’23, replaced at halftime by Paul Sobel’23 

Justin Vandervelden’21 

Kimber Brain’21, replaced at halftime by Campbell O’Conor’32 

Dylan Brady’22 

Elliot Winoker’23, replaced at halftime by Leo Brito’23 

 

 CONSOLATION SEMI-FINALS AND FINALS 

 

Brown defeated Massachusetts Maritime College 31-7 in its semi-final match. Brown scored 24 

unanswered points in the first half on a try by Lucas Tay’23, two by Justin Vandervelden’21 and one by 

Will Zeller. Campbell O’Conor converted two tries. Vandervelden’s two tries were spectacular after a 

quiet start to the Tournament. Zeller scored a second half try, converted by O’Conor and Mass Maritime 

scored a converted try to end the match. 

 

Squad 

Alex Hammond’23, replaced by Will Zeller’23 just before halftime. 

George Wilde’21, replaced at halftime by Paul Sobel’23 



Shaan Lalvani’23, replaced in the second half by Alex Hammond’23 

Justin Vandervelden’21, replaced at halftime by Panos Syrgkanis’23 

Campbell O’Conor’23 

Lucas Tay’23, replaced at halftime by Leo Brito’23 

Dylan Brady’22, replaced at halftime by Elliot Winoker’23 

 

Brown won the Consolation Final with a 22-12 victory over Western New England College (WNEC). The 

Bears scored first as team captain George Wilde dove over the line in support of Will Zeller. Campbell 

O’Conor converted and Brown led 7-0. WNEC came back with an unconverted try but the rest of the half 

was all O’Conor with two unconverted tries for a Brown 17-5 halftime advantage.  

 

The fatigue of 5 matches began to show in the second half. WNEC gave Brown a scare with a converted 

try to close Brown’s lead to 17-12, but Justin Vandervelden came through in the closing minute of the 

match with a 30-meter run for the final Brown try and a 22-12 victory. 

 

Squad 

Will Zeller’23 

George Wilde’21 

Shaan Valvani’23, replaced in the second half by Panos Syrgkanis’23 

Justin Vandervelden’21 

Campbell O’Conor’23 

Lucas Tay’23 

Dylan Brady’23, replaced in the second half by Elliot Winoker’23  

 

 


